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Bursting osrs guide

Share Maniacal Monkeys are good monsters for training Ranged with chinchompas, or Magic with the Ice Burst spell. Given the low magic defense and low physical defense, the strategy is generally to maximize your maximum hit. Their drops include prayer filters and therefore, when training using Protect from Melee,
they provide a low click-intensive form of training, somewhere on the same level as Nightmare Zone. Requirements Partial completion of Monkey Madness II (arrived at Dungeon of Kruk). Location path for manic monkeys. The yellow square shows the point at which to run when the monkeys lose aggro To get to the best
spot to kill Maniacal monkeys, navigate the second hole with vines, marked as 2 on the Dungeon Kruk's map. Get off and head southeast until you reach a large room. General Low Intensity Strategy. Just use automatic retaliation for all attacks. You can run northeast and then back to this point every few minutes to
agglomer the monkeys as needed. Moderate intensity. After each attack, click on a cluster of 3x3 manic monkeys. High intensity. Ideal for chinning. Click back and forth after each attack to stack the monkeys, as shown in the animation. Use automatic retribution. Once you get to the location indicated by the map, you can
use ice burst or ice barrier, or throw chinchompas into stacks of manic monkeys. There are different methods to stack manic monkeys. See the presentation on the side for the three most common methods. Higher click-intensity methods can provide higher rates of experience as they hit larger amounts of monkeys. While
the ice explosion and ice barrier hit a maximum of 9 targets, chinchompas have a higher limit, so high intensity methods are more important when training fluctuated compared to Magic. Use protect from Melee and plunder 1 dose prayer filters dropped by manic monkeys to make up for your prayer indefinitely. Although
you can create full dose filters (4), it may be more effective to simply take and use individual-dose filters. A bonecrusher can be considered for the prayer experience (thousands of experience per hour), as well as to clean up most of the drops on the ground to better see other items. When the maniacal monkeys stop
enclosing you, run west along the south passage in the yellow box shown on the map above. Once the adjacent manic monkeys start attacking you, the aggro has been reset and you can return to your training point. This can happen before or after turning to Note that as chinchobas are live animals, if you die, they will
not fall to the ground, so you will lose your entire stack of chinchompas. For this reason, it is recommended not to bring very large quantities of chinchompas and instead bank when necessary. On the other hand, when training Magic, you have 60 minutes to get your items off the ground and so there is no problem with
bringing as many runes as you would like, as long as you are able to return get your items. In general, the should not present a real risk, as long as your statistics are not particularly low. Just turn on Melee Protection when you log on again. Note: A new method has emerged that allows you to AFK without having to run
back and forth in order to stack the monkeys. This method requires the help of two other players who can access the caves. At first, the two players must lose the aggression of the monkeys. After that, the second player should follow the first and then head to one of the stacking angles seen in the video above. If the
second player follows the first player at the right time, the characters will start moving around each other ('Dancing'). This finishes the preparation, and now the account he wishes to train can run into one of the corners near the two dancing players, and the monkeys will be stacked automatically. (This dance move is
basically an automatic shuffling machine that stacks the monkeys) Therefore, increasing magical accuracy will increase hit accuracy by no more than 1%. However, more time is wasted by collecting prayer filters. Therefore, the goal is to increase the maximum hit of the spell with the greatest prayer bonus. Ice Burst's
main hit is 22. The maximum hit with all magic damage bonuses is 30. The items to bring to the ice explosion are prioritized as follows Equipment that increases max hit Equipment that increases prayer bonus Equipment that increases magical accuracy The best recommended equipment below provides the following:
No ancestral robes: Max hit of 29, Prayer Bonus of 37, Magic Attack Bonus of 76 with Ancestral Robes: Max Hit of 30, Prayer Bonus of 21, Magic Bonus Attack of 133 If you are on a budget, the order for which to buy the equipment is as follows. It's not that there's any reason to get items in a different order unless you're
able to equip/acquire an item because of stat/ironman status requirements. For example, a imbued god cape does not increase the maximum blow unless you already have an occult necklace, tortured bracelet and kodai stick equipped. In addition, a partial ancestral robe set will not increase the maximum bump.
Comparison Census Equipment To achieve maximum experience rates, you need to actively stack the maniac monkeys so that each spellcast hits 9 targets. However, by standing in the center of the room and playing the game using a low-intensity method, you can reach somewhat comparable experience rates. The
following experience rate calculations are taken from 6 hours, assuming you are playing a low-intensity method, with the best recommended tool. Note that the Magic level and prayer level should not have a significant impact on experience rates. The number of casts/hr was 1,085 as opposed to the theoretical maximum
of 1,200 given the time it took to plunder prayer filters, place monkeys, and leave and return to the area to Aggro. 1085 casts/hr Cost per hour using Kodai wand: 702,754.5 Cost per hour using Master wand: 844,130 Exp/GP data table Items Max hit Experience/hour Gp/xp + (def) 30 185100 106600 141700 3.8 2.41 (def)
29 180400 103000 137000 3.9 2.48 (def) 28 175700 99400 132300 4 2.55 (def) 25 161500 88800 118100 5.23 3.37 (def) 24 156800 85200 113400 5.38 3.49 (def) 22 147300 78100 103900 5.73 3.74 30 256500 141700 2.74 29 249400 137000 2.82 28 242300 132300 2.9 25 221000 118100 3.82 24 213900 113400
3.95 22 199700 103900 4.23 Maniacal monkeys have a Magic defence of 1. Therefore, increasing magical accuracy will increase hit accuracy by no more than 1%. However, more time is wasted by collecting prayer filters. Therefore, the goal is to increase the maximum hit of the spell with the greatest prayer bonus. Ice
Dam base hit is 30. The maximum hit with all magic damage bonuses is 41. The items you need to bring for ice barraging take precedence as follows Equipment that increases max hit Equipment that increases prayer bonus Equipment that increases magical accuracy The best recommended equipment below provides
the following: If you are on a budget, the order for which to purchase the equipment is as follows. It's not that there's any reason to get items in a different order unless you're able to equip/acquire an item because of stat/ironman status requirements. For example, a soaked God cape does not increase the maximum blow
if you have an occult necklace, tortured bracelet and kodai stick equipped. Everything discussed above is valid assuming that you have neither 80 Prayer nor have completed the hard tasks of the Morytania Calendar. Otherwise, you can bring a Bonecrusher, replace your occult talisman with a Dragonbone necklace and
equip the best possible magic equipment (choosing the magic bonus instead of prayer). This method gives you the optimal magic bonus while allowing you to AFK without the need to drink or get any prayer filters. This is because of the effects of both the Dragonbone necklace and bonecrusher, where even if you are
constantly using Conservation and Strictness/Augury prayers, your prayer will remain almost complete throughout. In addition, if you will train using the low intensity method, then it might be better to use the blood barrier instead of the ice barrier. Although this method is a little more expensive, using the former will give
you a higher chance of barraging 9 monkeys each cast compared to the last, where the freezing effect keeps the monkeys further away from you. Comparison Census Equipment To achieve maximum experience rates, you need to actively stack the maniac monkeys so that each spellcast hits 9 targets. However, by In
the center of the room and playing the semi-afk game you can reach somewhat comparable experience rates. A reasonable number of casts/hour is 1085 as opposed to the theoretical maximum of 1200 given the time it took to plunder prayer filters, place monkeys, and leave and return to the area to restore aggro.
Aggro. casts / hr Cost per hour using Kodai stick: 1,425,798.5 Cost per hour using Master stick: 1,703,450 In order to provide reference experience rates and costs, the experience per hour here is calculated by extrapolation from ice data explosion (scaling based on damage). However, these data are representative.
Exp/GP data table Items Max hit Experience/hour Gp/xp + (def) 41 250100 145600 193700 5.7 3.6 (def) 40 245400 142100 189000 5.81 3.68 (def) 39 240700 138500 184200 5.92 3.76 (def) 35 221800 124300 165300 7.68 4.92 (def) 34 217000 120800 160600 7.85 5.04 (def) 33 212300 117200 155900 8.02 5.17 (def)
30 198100 106600 141700 8.6 5.59 41 347700 193700 4.1 40 340600 189000 4.19 39 333500 184200 4.28 35 305000 165300 5.58 34 297900 160600 5.72 33 290800 155900 5.86 30 269500 141700 6.32 Prayer bonus vs Ranged attack bonus Maniacal monkeys have a Defence of 10. The equipment of Pegasian
boots, Ava's accumulator, a twisted buckle, and a archer ring (i) against no element at 80/99 level will increase accuracy by 0.75%/0.60%. In the worst case scenario, this translates to 14 additional missed chinchorpa visits per hour. Wearing maxed ranged tools gives a prayer bonus of +9, while replacing the above items
with max prayer tools gives a total prayer bonus of +31. Prayer Filter Doses per Hour Prayer Level Bonus +9 +31 +9 +31 +9 +31 44 59 (-21) 38 110 (-40) 70 N/A 74 42 (-15 ) 27 79 (-28) 51 116 (-42) 74 99 34 (-12) 22 64 (-23) 41 94 (-34) 60 Therefore, overall, choosing prayer bonuses over bonus ranged, at a cost of 14
chincompa visits per hour, you need to pick up and drink 23-42 fewer prayer filters. Assuming you are able to get prayer filters and continue to throw chinchompas without interruption (which is not realistic), with max ranged bonus tools you will gain no more than an additional 5,000 experience per hour. For this reason,
the conclusion is that maxed ranged tools are not significantly better than prayer tools, and prayer tools make training less intense. Therefore, prayer bonus tools are considered superior to ranged tools due to the ease of use and cheapness of the items, but both max ranged and prayer settings are viable. Everything
discussed above is valid assuming that you have neither 80 Prayer nor have completed the hard tasks of the Morytania Calendar. Otherwise, you can bring a Bonecrusher, replace your suspense talisman with a Dragonbone necklace and also equip pegasian boots, Ava's accumulator, a twisted buckle and an archers
ring (i). At a fairly high level ranged, this method gives you the optimal bonus ranged, while allowing you to AFK without the need to drink or pickup any filters This is because of the effects of both the Dragonbone necklace and bonecrusher, where even if you are constantly using Conservation and Strictness/Augury
prayers, your prayer will remain almost complete throughout. Equipment Inventory Royal seed pod (or transfer to Ape Attol and teleport out) Kandarin headgear (or any other light source, with tinderbox if necessary) necessary) Greegree, if you have not completed Monkey Madness II Optionally, a Bonecrusher Sacred
Key (only if you do not have a ring of gods (i)) Endurance filter (4) and ranging filter (4) About a ratio of 2:1 (e.g. 14 strength and 7 ranging filters), assuming you re-pot every 6 Levels. Use a 3:2 ratio if you re-enter the container more often. Prediction of approximately 4 minutes per dose of resistance filter. The duration of
a filter dose that fluctuates depends on when you plan on re-potting. 1-2 Prayer filter (4) As the above setting lasts for just over 3 hours, up to 7000 chinchompas can be exercised, depending on your risk tolerance, as you lose all chinchompas after death. Chinchompas are destroyed and do not fall to the ground if you
die. To reach maximum experience rates, you need to actively stack the manic monkeys so that each attack hits the maximum number of targets. A reasonable number of attacks per hour, including the time it took to record monkeys, is about 1866 chinchompas per hour. 1866 chinchompas/hr Cost/hour using
chinchompas: 1,830,546 Cost/hour using red chinchompas 2,496,708 Cost/hour using black chinchompas 5,801,394 In order to provide reference experience rates and costs, the experience per hour here is calculated by extrapolation from red chincompa data to Levels Ranged 80-90, a prayer level of 99, while using
Arranged filters every 6 levels, with protection from Melee, Conservation and Eagle Eye activated, with best-in-prayer reception and ranged tools as described above. Experience rates for low levels may be slightly higher due to fewer monkey overtests, and conversely experience rates for high levels may be slightly lower
due to over-the-counters. These experience rates require the use of the high strength training method described above. Having no necklace of suspense reduces experience rates and increases costs by about 10%. Using austerity instead of the Eagle Eye should increase experience rates and reduce costs by about 7%,
assuming no extra time is spent collecting prayer filters. Realistically, costs should be reduced by about 7%, but the experience rate will increase by less than 7%. Using long range for defensive chin, gp /xp for Rauld+Defense combined should be the same, but expect 37.5% experience rate for Emerged as well as
Defense each (e.g. 600,000 experience per hour in rapid will translate to 225,000 experience per hour for Emerged as well as Defense, while at a great distance) Using the method with dragonbone necklace and cru Bonesher mentioned above will give almost the same percentages of experience και στον παρακάτω
πίνακα. Όπλο lvl Xp/hr Xp/hr Xp/chin Gp/xp 45 269100 89700 144.2 6.8 - 45 N/A -- 45 N/A 55 340100 113400 182.3 5.38 - 55 411600 137 2200 220.6 6.07 -- 55 Δ/Υ 65 376800 125600 202 4.86 - 65 483100 161000 258.9 5.17 -- 65 553400 184500 2 96.6 10.48 75 447700 149200 239.9 4.09 - 75 554500 184800 297.2
4.5 -- 75 625100 208400 335 9.28 8 5 484200 161400 259,5 3,78 - 85 591300 197100 316,9 4,22 -- 85 731800 243900 392,2 7,93 95 555500 555500 297.7 3.3 - 95 663000 221000 355.3 3.77 -- 95 803800 267900 430.8 7.22 99 556000 185300 2 97.9 3.29 - 99 698400 232800 374.3 3.58 -- 99 839400 279800 449.8
6.91 Community content is available under cc-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Noted.
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